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Utah Drug Possession Defense Attorneys
Criminal Lawyer Salt Lake City

Have you been arrested or charged with a crime? If so, you need to get accurate legal
advice from the minute you are considered a suspect until the matter is resolved. The best
way to protect your Constitutional rights is to know what they are, and be familiar with the
best way to respond to requests and questions from law enforcement officials.
At Wall & Wall, P.C., in Salt Lake City, Utah, our criminal defense attorneys have over 190
years of combined legal experience representing clients facing misdemeanor and felony
charges related to:
Theft
Assault
Murder
Burglary
Embezzlement
Drug Possession
Drug Manufacturing
Drug Distribution

We Defend All Clients with Vigorous Determination
Our family-owned law firm was established in 1973, and since then we have represented
clients charged with all types of crimes ranging from traffic violations to serious felonies.
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If you need a strong criminal defense against a misdemeanor or felony charge, we can
make a difference. When you contact our Utah drug possession defense attorneys for a
free initial consultation, we will listen carefully to find out all of the facts. We have the
financial resources to thoroughly investigate the arrest and interview all witnesses. Because
of our extensive trial experience, we will pursue all appropriate legal avenues to see that
you are treated fairly in court.
We will work with you and explain all of the possible outcomes – dismissal, reduction of
charges, requesting probation, or asking for leniency from the judge. If the prosecutor will
not dismiss the case or reduce the charges and a trial is in your best interests, we will have
already done much of the groundwork for a successful trial effort.
For honest, effective, and non-judgmental legal advice regarding your Utah drug or
narcotic possession, our criminal defense attorneys at Wall & Wall, P.C., will mount a
passionate defense on your behalf. Contact our Salt Lake City criminal defense
lawyers today at (801) 441-2388. Se Habla Español.
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